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Ensign’s report 1st May 2011
Helmut the mini-sub driver had a
shattering experience recently when
he collided with our rescue vessel
and promptly sank. He would
like all his well-wishers to know
that he’s okay now, and operational once more with a new canopy.
Tom’s loco

The heading refers not to our member’s mental state but to
this superb live steam model locomotive he recently completed. Yes, this newsletter is supposed to be about model
boats but I have made an exception here due to the quality of
workmanship that Tom’s model displays. Tom acquired a new
lathe and milling machine some time ago and decided to cut
his teeth on this traditional model engineering subject. Well
done Tom!

Thomas’
tank engine
is shown completed (above)
and prior to
painting (left).
Photos- Alan

The ‘BOP’ or Boy’s Own Paper
was a British magazine intended
to cover the interests of boys up
into their teenage years. It commenced publication in 1879 as a
weekly, but changed to a monthly
format in 1913.
Although it was aimed at countering the rising popularity of
comics and other reading matter
considered trashy and low-grade,
its contents were not overtly pious or condescending - just dull!
Adventure stories filled many of
its pages, ripping yarns set in the
far-flung reaches of the British
Empire that reveal the prevailing attitudes of the time. Some
famous writers wrote stories for
the BOP, including W. E. Johns
(creator of Biggles) and science
fiction writer Jules Verne.
Of course, not all the covers had
a nautical theme - I have specially
chosen the ones shown. Overlaid
(left) is the BOP badge with its
Latin motto.
Considered essential for morale,
the BOP was allowed to continue
its publication during WW2 but
only under severely restricted paper rationing. To help overcome
this, reading groups were encouraged and the BOP achieved the
highest readership of any magazine per copy sold - some 40 or
so people. This hardly helped its
post-war editor, Jack Cox, grow
sales when peace returned.
The magazine was still around
in my youth, though struggling
to remain relevant to its readers.
It was the practical hobby articles that I found interesting, by
authors such as R. H. Warring;
I built my first radio set, a onetransistor design, from the pages
of the BOP (Nov. 1963 issue).
Articles on the pop music scene
did little to stem the falling tide
of readership and without the
money to commission good artwork the final BOP covers were
a pale shadow of their former
glory. The publishers pulled the
plug in January 1967.

